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ABSTRACT

The Gaia Sausage and the Sequoia represent the major accretion events that formed the stellar halo of the Milky

Way. A detailed chemical study of these main building blocks provides a pristine view of the early steps of the Galaxy’s
assembly. We present the results of the analysis of the UVES high-resolution spectroscopic observations at the 8.2m

VLT of 9 Sausage/Sequoia members selected kinematically using Gaia DR2. We season this set of measurements

with archival data from Nissen & Schuster (2011) and GALAH DR3 (2020). Here, we focus on the neutron-capture

process by analysing Sr, Y, Ba and Eu behaviour. We detect clear enhancement in Eu abundance ([Eu/Fe]∼ 0.6− 0.7)

indicative of large prevalence of r-process in the stellar n-capture makeup. We are also able to trace the evolution
of the heavy element production across a wide range of metallicity. Barium to europium ratio changes from a tight,

flat sequence with [Ba/Eu]=-0.7 reflecting dominant core-collapse SNe contribution, to a clear upturn at higher iron

abundances, betraying the onset of contamination from asymptotic giant branch (AGB) ejecta. Additionally, we

discover two clear sequences in [Fe/H]−[Ba/Fe] plane likely caused by distinct levels of s-process pollution and mixing
within the GS progenitor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Detailed chemical evolution patterns from long-gone,

primeval times can be gleaned today through spectro-

scopic studies of low-mass stars in dwarf galaxies. Many

of the key elements, however, induce nothing but sub-
tle imprints on stellar spectra, making abundance mea-

surements in distant Galactic satellites hard, and thus

leaving our view of the distinct enrichment pathways

blurred. A new, powerful alternative is to look instead

at the nearby (and therefore much brighter) stars de-
posited into the Galaxy together, as part of a past

merger event (e.g. Roederer et al. 2010; Aguado et al.

2020). The trick therefore is to grasp which stars in the

halo’s hotchpotch belonged to the same progenitor. The
flip side of the coin is that the story of the early mergers

that built the Milky Way is hard to unravel, but luckily

there is important evidence in the chemical abundances

themselves.

Nissen & Schuster (2011, 2012) (hereafter NS) first
identified two sequences in the local halo population

from stellar abundances. There is a higher [α/Fe] se-

quence, corresponding to high star formation rates and

a lower [α/Fe] sequence corresponding to slower en-
richment; two sequences overlap considerably in iron

abundance, but the high-α reaches higher metallicities.

NS argued that the lower α-sequence corresponds to

populations accreted from dwarf galaxies. This pre-

diction was subsequently confirmed by data from the
Gaia Satellite, when Belokurov et al. (2018) identified

the “Gaia Sausage” (GS) as the residue of a nearly head-

on merger event ∼ 10 Gyrs ago (see also Helmi et al.

2018; Haywood et al. 2018; Myeong et al. 2018, as well
as Evans (2020) for a review of the history of the

idea). Subsequently, Myeong et al. (2019) argued that

the stars in the eccentric, highly retrograde halo came

from an additional event termed the “Sequoia”(see also

Matsuno et al. 2019).
This has stimulated both recent high resolution spec-

troscopic studies of small samples (Monty et al. 2020;

Venn et al. 2020), as well as large-scale medium res-

olution surveys, such as GALAH (Buder et al. 2020).
Here, we present results from our own sample of GS

and Sequoia members, together with reanalyses of NS

and GALAH data, with a focus on the neutron capture

elements (Sr, Y, Ba and Eu).

2. HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY

2.1. UVES Target Selection and Observations

We observed a total of 9 potential GS and Se-

quoia members selected from Gaia’s Radial Velocity

Spectrometer (RVS, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018;

Cropper et al. 2018). The orbital parameters were

calculated for Gaia DR2 stars with provided six-

dimensional phase space information using the dis-

tance estimates of Anders et al. (2019). An axisym-

metric potential model of the Milky Way (McMillan
2017) has been adopted for the calculation. 9 stars

with good visibility were selected based on the known

kinematic characteristics of each halo component (see

e.g., Belokurov et al. 2018; Myeong et al. 2018, 2019;

Monty et al. 2020).
The selected sample was observed under the ESO

program 0101.D-0149(A) with the UVES spectrograph

(Dekker et al. 2000) on the 8.2m Kueyen Very Large

Telescope at Cerro Paranal Observatory, in the Ata-
cama desert, Chile. The used set-up was dichroic Dic

#1 (390+580) with 1.′′2 slit and 1×1 binning with moon

minimum angular distance equal to 90 deg and a max-

imum airmass of ∼ 1.4. This setup provided a spec-

tral coverage between 330 and 680 nm and nominal re-
solving power of R∼ 41, 000 for the blue part of the

spectrum (330 − 452 nm) and R∼ 39, 500 for the red

(480−680 nm). However, the seeing during observations

spans 0.′′50− 1.′′45 and therefore in some cases resolving
power is higher up to 45,000. Each target was visited

once between 15th December 2019 and 17th March 2020

in queue mode. We aimed for relatively high signal-to-

noise (S/N) ratio in order to achieve weak metallic ab-

sorptions (∼75 at 3930 Å). Table 1 summarises observ-
ing parameters and obtained S/N. The REFLEX envi-

ronment was used to reduce the data within the ESO

Common Pipeline Library.

2.2. Stellar Parameters

The radial velocity (vrad) was measured on each indi-

vidual spectrum by using a cross correlation function

over the Mg Ib triplet region (∼ 5175Å). The used

template was a synthetic spectrum with similar stel-
lar parameters computed with the SYNTHE code. To

check possible vrad variability, we compared our UVES

measurements with those from Gaia’s RVS. Values are

shown in Table 1 and no radial velocity variation could
be reported. However, due to the low number of avail-

able measurements binarity behaviour should not be dis-

carded at this stage. Once the spectra are heliocentric

corrected, we normalize them using a running mean fil-

ter with a 300-pixel window. Then we perform a global
analysis using the FERRE1 code (Allende Prieto et al.

2006). It allowed us to derive Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] us-

ing the same grid of synthetic models in Aguado et al.

(2020) computed by the ASSET code. FERRE searches
for the best fit interpolating between the nodes of the

1
FERRE is available from http://github.com/callendeprieto/ferre
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Table 1. Coordinates, stellar parameters and chemical abundances.

Star Code RA DEC G Gaia Vrad Vrad texp S/N Substructure

deg deg mag kms−1 km s−1 s 393 nm

GY29057 82.21406 −29.89778 11.5 520.8 521±0.3 720 90 Sequoia

GY48216 82.95150 −36.99786 10.4 -43.5 −43.1±0.4 360 66 Sausage

GY31607 104.62214 11.86071 9.7 6.6 6.8±0.4 360 82 Sequoia

GY57179 119.94508 −17.38559 9.5 509.7 511.7±1.0 360 77 Sausage

GY53315 132.82041 −44.24696 11.5 619.2 619.9±0.5 720 57 Sequoia

GY53826 173.57463 −41.34928 10.9 586.7 586.1±0.8 720 77 Sequoia

GY61830 199.67778 −28.84202 11.3 -68.5 −69.4±0.5 720 64 Sausage

GY37461 201.87774 17.19132 11.2 61.5 61.9±0.7 720 73 Sausage

GY65261 350.43300 −49.48877 9.9 76.5 77.6±0.3 360 80 Sequoia

Star Code Teff log g [Fe/H] [Sr/Fe] [Y/Fe] [Ba/Fe] [Eu/Fe] [Sr/Ba] [Ba/Eu]

K cm s−2

GY29057 5655±92 4.43±0.16 −2.05±0.07 −0.35±0.10 −0.25±0.09 +0.10±0.06 0.74±0.07 −0.45 −0.64

GY48216 4840±48 1.55±0.11 −1.82±0.04 −0.51±0.10 −0.30±0.11 −0.11±0.08 0.59±0.06 −0.40 −0.60

GY31607 4872±54 2.08±0.12 −1.95±0.04 −0.51±0.09 −0.35±0.10 +0.00±0.06 0.72±0.11 −0.51 −0.72

GY57179 4503±87 1.27±0.08 −1.57±0.12 −0.44±0.10 −0.14±0.10 −0.14±0.09 0.57±0.08 −0.30 −0.61

GY53315 5136±50 3.95±0.12 −2.14±0.05 −0.12±0.08 −0.10±0.09 −0.01±0.07 0.74±0.07 −0.11 −0.75

GY53826 4606±37 1.36±0.09 −1.72±0.04 −0.33±0.10 −0.13±0.12 −0.13±0.08 0.57±0.12 −0.20 −0.70

GY61830 4971±55 1.69±0.12 −1.61±0.04 −0.39±0.09 −0.10±0.10 −0.09±0.11 0.65±0.08 −0.30 −0.74

GY37461 4516±48 1.56±0.07 −1.42±0.10 −0.14±0.14 −0.28±0.09 −0.24±0.07 0.59±0.07 +0.10 −0.73

GY65261 5283±56 3.31±0.12 −1.73±0.05 −0.31±0.09 −0.31±0.09 −0.01±0.07 0.74±0.06 −0.30 −0.75

grid using Boender-Timmer-Rinnoy Kan algorithm to

minimize the χ2. Table 1 lists the stellar parameters

derived in this analysis.

2.3. Elemental Abundances

For the purpose of this paper, we focus on n-capture

elements (Sr, Y, Ba and Eu). The full chemical signa-

ture of this GS sample deserves a separate analysis and

will be discussed in detail in future work (Aguado et
al., in preparation). Deriving n-capture elemental abun-

dances in metal-poor stars is always difficult due to the

relativity weak lines available in the optical spectrum.

With the exception of the strongest Sr and Ba lines, all

other absorptions require high-resolution spectroscopy.
The wide range of Teff (∼ 1700K) implies large varia-

tions in the depths of the lines. Additionally, different

evolutionary phases (log g ∼ 1.2 − 4.5) strongly affect

the intensity of the weaker lines. The line list used was
the most updated Castelli-Kurucz one from 20162. We

2 Available in http://wwwuser.oats.inaf.it/castelli/linelists.html

compute for each target a collection of synthetic spectra

with the SYNTHE code (Kurucz 2005) based in AT-

LAS9 (Mészáros et al. 2012) atmosphere models. These

synthetic spectra include 0.1 dex variation of each indi-
vidual species. Then we derive each abundance by inter-

polating between individual SYNTHE models and sum-

marise the results in Table 1. The detected lines used

in this work are 4077 and 4215 Å for Sr II; 3600, 3710,

3774, and 4374 Å for Y II; 4934, 6141, and 6497 Å for
Ba II; 4129, 4205, 6437 and 6645 Å for Eu II. In the case

of Sr where both lines are saturated in most of the spec-

tra, we find systematically lower Sr abundance (∼ 0.2)

in the redder (4215 Å) line which is also severely blended
and often discarded. By using only the Sr 4077 Åline we

recover compatible abundance from a similar well known

star HD20. In Fig 1, the 4200−4220Å region is shown

with the best model for all the GS and Sequoia sample

and two metal-poor Eu-rich stars, HD 20 (Barklem et al.
2005) and CS 31082−001 (Hill et al. 2002). This blue

area is particularly rich in n-process absorptions but also

contains plenty of iron-peak, α− and CH− lines.
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Figure 1. A narrow region of the UVES spectra (4200 Å-4220 Å, black line) of our stellar GS and Sequoia sample sorted
by metallicity and the best SYNTHE model (red for GS and blue for Sequoia). For comparison, the UVES spectra of two
well known metal-poor Eu-rich stars with different metallicities are also shown with the best model in purple: HD 20 from
Barklem et al. (2005) and CS 31082−001 from Hill et al. (2002). Coloured areas show the main r-process (blue) and s-process
ones (yellow) absoprtion features. The main iron-peak elements are labelled with a dashed line while thick lines notate the
strongest CH features.
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The high r-process production detected here made the

Eu determination specially challenging. In nature, Eu

has only two stable isotopes 151
63Eu

+ and 153
63Eu

+ and

a broad isotopic structure (Sneden et al. 2008). We
adopted the isotopic ratios of 47.8% and 52.2% respec-

tively from Lawler et al. (2001) that are in agreement

with the chondrite ratio measured in the Solar System

(Lodders 2003). However, the Eu hyperfine structure

(HFS) has dramatic consequences for the shapes of the
most intense lines. One cannot reproduce the wings

of the lines without taking into account detailed HFS.

Then, we used central wavelengths and log gf from

Lawler et al. (2001). The fact that the objects display
high Eu over-abundance could make the strongest line go

into the saturated growth curve regime, especially in the

metal-rich end of our sample ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.5). For that

reason, the weaker Eu line at 6645 Å, is commonly used

to avoid this problem (See, e.g., Hansen et al. 2018b).
Some cases are also reported in literature (see, e.g.,

Ryabchikova et al. 1999) in which the determined abun-

dances from the red-weaker lines were slightly lower than

those from the blue-stronger ones. Finally, some of the
Eu lines such 4205 Å are severely blended with Car-

bon and other iron-peak elements (Lawler et al. 2001).

Therefore, we used i) the four Eu lines when available

and non-saturated (GY31607 and GY65261), ii) the less

blended blue line 4129 Å if the red lines the not detected
(GY29057 and GY53315) which the most metal-poor

ones), and iii) only the red ones (6437 and 6645 Å) when

saturation happened (GY37461, GY48216, GY53826

GY57179, and GY61830).
The consistency of this methodology is shown in Fig.

2, where we perform a comparative analysis with the

well-known metal-poor Eu-rich HD20 star. Following

the procedure explained above, we derive the same Eu

abundance as that presented in Barklem et al. (2005)
within the errors. Notice that the scale is not the same

in the left and the right column – they are different by

a factor of ∼ 10 : 1. We also show detailed Eu analysis

for GY31607 and GY65261 with compatible values from
the four lines.

The 1D-LTE approach this work used has some im-

pact on the derived n-process abundances. According

to Mashonkina & Christlieb (2014), NLTE corrections

lead to a lower Ba but higher Eu in r-rich stars. That
means the [Ba/Eu] ratios presented in Table 1 could po-

tentially decrease by ∼ 0.1− 0.2 dex.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. The r-process production in GS and Sequoia

Fig. 3 compares the n-capture abundances we mea-

sure in 9 stars from GS and Sequoia to those reported
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Figure 2. Several portions of the UVES spectra for
GY31607, GY65261, and the calibration star HD20 (black
lines), together with the best Eu fit (blue lines) and upper
and lower limits (red lines). Stellar parameters for each star
are also shown. Notice the scales are not the same in the left
and right panels. See text for discussion.

for dwarf spheroidals (dSphs) and ultra-faint dwarfs

(UFDs), as well as for canonical Milky Way halo mem-
bers from literature. Focusing on the metallicity range

spanned by our high-resolution targets, a clear picture

emerges. We detect an under-abundance of Sr (panel a,

compared to halo stars) and over-abundance of Y (panel

b, compared to e.g. Sculptor). These two so-called first-
peak elements are assumed to be mostly contributed

by the s-process, either the main one acting in low-

mass AGB stars (Busso et al. 1999) and important at

high metallicities, or the weak one in intermediate-mass
AGBs and rotating massive stars (Cescutti et al. 2013),

dominating the low [Fe/H] range. The seeming mis-

match between Sr and Y we observe is peculiar, but note

that in the [Fe/H] range probed by our targets, the rela-

tive importance of the weak and main s-process is poorly
known. With regards to the second-peak, we see that

Ba (panel c) is around the Solar value. Taken together,

this results in a relatively low [Sr/Ba] ratio (see panel

f of the Figure), i.e. at the level of −0.5 <[Sr/Ba]< 0.
As panel f reveals, there are not many examples in the

halo or Galactic satellites of stars with [Sr/Ba] as low

as that (at a given [Ba/Fe]). Importantly, conventional

s-process yields would predict [Sr/Ba] higher than what

we observe (Frebel et al. 2010a).
The chemical enrichment pathways that shaped el-

emental production in the GS (and Sequoia) can be

clarified considerably with the help of the Eu abun-

dances we measure (see panel d of Figure 3). We
detect a clear over-abundance of Eu: all our high-

resolution targets are hovering around the threshold of
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Figure 3. N-capture abundances ratios derived in this work for GS and Sequoia. We also show elemental abundances
from other ultra faint and classical dwarf galaxies from literature: Ursa Major II (Frebel et al. 2010b), SEGUE-1 (Frebel et al.
2014), Sculptor (Jablonka et al. 2015; Hill et al. 2019), Coma Bernices (Frebel et al. 2010b), Sagittarius (Hansen et al. 2018a),
Draco (Cohen & Huang 2009; Shetrone et al. 2013), Carina (Venn et al. 2012), S2 (Aguado et al. 2020), Bootes (Norris et al.
2010; Lai et al. 2011), Leo IV (Simon et al. 2010), Reticulum II (Ji et al. 2016), and Fornax (Letarte et al. 2018). For com-
parison we also show those of halo from JINA (Abohalima & Frebel 2018), SAGA (Suda et al. 2008) and R-process Alliance
(Ezzeddine et al. 2020), and disk stars from Bensby et al. (2014). The background colours in the c and d panels indicate the
abundance ranges that would be expected following a neutron star merger and in a core-collapse supernova, respectively. In
panel e pure s- and r- process production from Bisterzo et al. (2014) are shown in green and red dashed lines.

[Eu/Fe]≈ 0.7 which separates the so-called r-I and r-II

regimes (Holmbeck et al. 2020), implying that our stars
are at least moderately and perhaps strongly r-process

enhanced. Panel e demonstrates this point unambigu-

ously: at −2 <[Fe/H]< −1.5 our stars consistently dis-

play the lowest [Ba/Eu] ratios amongst the many pop-

ulations studied. The prevalence of the r-process prod-
ucts would also explain the low [Sr/Ba] and possibly

even [Sr/Y] ratios observed. Admittedly, our 9 targets

only probe the relatively metal-poor sub-population in

both GS and Sequoia. In the next subsection, we use

archival data to extend to higher values the metallicity
range probed, going beyond the [Fe/H]≈ −1.5 where the

α-knee is (tentatively) located in these two systems.

3.2. GS and Sequoia across a wide metallicity range

To help build a holistic view of the abundance pat-

terns in the GS and Sequoia, we augment our high-

resolution sample with measurements from public

archives, namely that of the Galactic Archaeology with
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Figure 4. GS and Sequoia stars in GALAH DR3. Top row, a: Energy (E, in 105 km2s−2, computed using a potential similar to
MWPotential2014 in Bovy (2015) but with a virial mass of 1012M⊙)) and the vertical component of the angular momentum (Lz,
in kpc km s−1) distribution of stars in GALAH DR3. GS (red stars) and Sequoia (blue stars) objects from our high-resolution
campaign are also shown; these inform the placement of the selection cuts (black rectangular regions). Top row, b: E-Lz plane
color-coded according to stellar metallicity. Top row, c: Density in the α-[Fe/H] plane color-coded according to the eccentricity.
Black diagonal lines delineate the region occupied by the GS stars. Top row, d: Greyscale density of stars in α-[Fe/H] plane
with objects from the GS box in the E-Lz plane overplotted; color-coding is according to the star’s Zmax (highest |Z| achieved
by a star on its orbit). Filled-in (open) circles are stars with individual velocity component errors < 20 km s−1 (< 50 km s−1).
Middle row: GALAH DR3 n-capture abundances of GS and Sequoia stars. Greyscale density shows the abundance distribution
of all GALAH DR3 stars with good flags. GALAH DR3 GS stars are shown as small filled circles, color-coded according to
their Zmax. Bottom row: Combined view of GS and Sequoia. Panel i: α vs [Fe/H] for our high-resolution targets in GS (filled
star symbols) and Sequoia (open star symbols), GALAH DR3 GS stars (blue with Zmax < 3 kpc and red with Zmax > 15 kpc
small filled circles), GALAH DR3 Sequoia stars (selected using the box shown in panel a of the top row, open squares), NS
GS stars (large filled blue circles) and disk stars from Adibekyan et al. (2013); Delgado Mena et al. (2017) (gray dots). Panel
j: Comparison of [Ba/Fe] ratio in GS and Sequoia. Mean Ba values are shown for both structures as horizontal lines. Panel k:
Distinct chemo-orbital groups in GS. Note that for GALAH DR3, only stars with Ba abundance uncertainty ≤0.1 are shown.
Grey line is a Fornax dSph CE model from Kobayashi et al. (2020b)
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Hermes (GALAH) data release 3 (DR3; Buder et al.

2020) and NS. GALAH DR3 and NS measurements

provide an opportunity to explore the more metal-rich

members of the GS and Sequoia. Appendix A gives the
details of the selection cuts applied to identify bona fide

GS members amongst GALAH targets. The selection

process is also illustrated in the top row of Fig. 4. In

NS, the authors performed a detailed chemical analysis

of halo populations from high-resolution and high S/N
UVES at VLT and FIES at NOT data. We select the

likely GS members from this source following criteria

similar to those applied to the GALAH data, albeit

with a looser cut on energy, given much lower levels of
contamination (see Appendix B). The selection is illus-

trated in Fig. 5; we take Y and Ba abundances from

the NS dataset. With the inclusion of GALAH and NS

data, our combined samples of GS and Sequoia stars

now span a very wide range of iron abundances, namely
−2.2 <[Fe/H]< −0.7.

The middle row of Fig. 4 compares n-capture element

abundances of the GS and Sequoia stars in GALAH DR3

to those in our high-resolution sample. As panel e of the
Figure demonstrates, the GS’s barium enrichment fol-

lows a clear pattern. At low metallicity −2.2 <[Fe/H]<

−1.5, values of [Ba/Fe] (in fact, for both GS and Se-

quoia) are just around zero. For [Fe/H]> −1.5 - as

traced by GALAH - the GS [Ba/Fe] ratio exhibits a con-
siderable bend upwards, reaching values of [Ba/Fe]≈ 0.5

and above. Note that the increasing [Ba/Fe] trend is

most clear for the GS stars with high Zmax (red points),

while some low-Zmax stars can be found at [Ba/Fe]≈ 0
all the way to [Fe/H]≈ −0.7. Next, panel f of the Figure

shows that with increasing metallicity, the GS stars in

GALAH either stay at roughly the same level of [Eu/Fe]

as reported by our high-resolution observations or drop

slightly, by some 0.2 dex. As 0.3 <[Eu/Fe]< 1 for
the GALAH GS stars, we see that r-process enrichment

dominates the GS chemical evolution across the entire

range of metallicity. The ratio of [Ba/Eu] (shown in

panel g) is flat for stars with [Fe/H]< −1.5, but shows a
sharp increase (or a spread) for higher iron abundances,

indicating some s-process enrichment from AGB stars.

Finally, [Y/Fe] displays a gentle slope upwards on in-

creasing [Fe/H] as shown in panel h. Comparing the ob-

served trends with models of chemical evolution (see e.g.
Kobayashi et al. 2020a), we hypothesise that Eu abun-

dances reflects a switch from the pollution driven mainly

by core-collapse supernova explosions at [Fe/H]< −1.5

to increasing SN Ia contribution at higher metallicity;
this can also reproduce the decrease of [α/Fe] ratio from

the same [Fe/H] in panel i (see also Kobayashi et al.

(2020b), for the details on the SNIa and GCE mod-

els). Y is contributed by AGB stars, similar to Ba,

but also can be made in electron-capture supernovae

(Kobayashi et al. 2020a), which may explain the Y trend

that is similar (but not the same) compared to barium.

3.3. Barium diversity in the Sausage progenitor

The availability of the uniquely precise and pure set

of measurements from NS helps us to clarify hints of the
curious [Ba/Fe] behaviour revealed at −1.5 <[Fe/H]<

−0.7 by the GALAH data. The GS stars we identified

in the NS dataset span a very similar metallicity and

[α/Fe] range (see panel i of Fig. 4), yet [Ba/Fe] trend
with increasing iron abundance is strikingly different. In

the NS data, the GS stars show only moderate increase

in [Ba/Fe] staying 0.1 dex below zero all the way up to

[Fe/H] = −0.7 (see panel j of the Figure). Note that, as

mentioned in the Appendix B, the bulk of the GS popu-
lation mapped by NS is limited to low Zmax. To investi-

gate the dependence of barium enrichment on the stellar

orbital properties, panel k of Figure 4 shows GS stars in

GALAH and NS split into two groups: with Zmax > 15
(red points) and Zmax < 3 (blue points). As the panel

reveals, the low-Zmax stars in both GALAH and NS

samples tend to have near-Solar [Ba/Fe] ratios. How-

ever, stars with high Zmax exhibit a pronounced growth

in barium content to values as high as [Ba/Fe]=0.5.
This is a mystery since the timescales of AGB and

SN Ia enrichments are similar, and the Fe production

from SN Ia should suppress the [Ba/Fe] increase. In-

deed, standard GCE models (see e.g. grey solid line in
the bottom row of Figure 4) can reproduce [Ba/Fe] ra-

tios of the low Zmax stars, but not the high Zmax stars.

This is a chemical evolution model for the Fornax dSph

galaxy taken from Kobayashi et al. (2020b). The [α/Fe]

decrease here is mainly caused by sub-Chandrasekhar-
mass SNe Ia. The metallicity of [α/Fe] knee seems to be

lower than the GS stars, which indicates that the pro-

genitor galaxy that made the Sausage was more mas-

sive. Note that the Fornax model provides a reason-
ably good fit to the Sequoia’s α-sequence. The For-

nax model can well reproduce the [Ba/Fe] ratios of high

Zmax stars but not those of low Zmax stars. Note that

at [Fe/H] < −1.5, the observed [Ba/Fe] ratios are much

higher than the model; this problem is already known
for the solar neighbourhood, and is due to either un-

derestimate of the Ba production from massive stars or

the ignorance of inhomogeneous enrichment from AGB

stars (see Kobayashi et al. 2020a, for more details). Al-
ternatively, if this barium evolution is not due to SNe Ia,

then the decrease of [α/Fe] could be explained by some

other processes, e.g., low-mass core-collapse supernovae

(Kobayashi et al. 2014).
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Note that moderate variations in [Ba/Fe] ratio from

increased to near-solar as a function of metallicity have

been detected before in classical dwarfs (Venn et al.

2012) and attributed to inhomogeneous mixing of AGB
products. Indeed, purely on energetic grounds, stellar

envelope ejecta are predicted to mix with the interstellar

medium less efficiently compared to the chemical prod-

ucts expelled in violent SN explosions (Emerick et al.

2020). However, there may be a lot more dexterity re-
quired to explain the difference in [Ba/Fe] behaviour of

the two orbital families of GS stars: a trick is needed

to generate distinct amounts of Ba while living in ex-

actly the same region of the α-Fe plane. We note that
the low-Zmax stars show a smaller dispersion in [Ba/Fe]

compared to their high-Zmax counterparts. Invoking the

mixing efficiency, we hypothesise that high-Zmax stars

inhabited a region of the progenitor galaxy with low

star formation activity, while the low-Zmax stars used
to populate substantially more lively quarters.

3.4. Sausage vs Sequoia

Finally, let us briefly compare the chemical proper-

ties of the GS and Sequoia. We leave a thorough look

at their similarities and differences to a future publica-
tion in which we will discuss all of the chemical elements

available to us. Curiously, our 9 high-resolution targets

look rather similar in terms of their n-capture abun-

dances despite coming from two distant corners of the

E−Lz plane. Subtle differences between GS and Sequoia
stars are nonetheless apparent in some of the elements

discussed above. Panel j of Figure 4 in particular zooms

in on the [Ba/Fe] ratio in these two halo substructures.

Here, we complement our measurements of the GS stars
with those from NS, and add a handful of likely Sequoia

members identified in the GALAH DR3. First, it is

reassuring to note the agreement between our [Ba/Fe]

measurements and those from the archives. Owing to

the high quality of the data in hand, we note a clear off-

set in [Ba/Fe] between the GS and Sequoia: the Sequoia

stars are ∼ 0.2 dex more enhanced in barium compared

to the GS. Note that the difference is modest and only
slightly larger than the typical measurement error (∼ 0.1

dex), yet the two objects show distinct amount of bar-

ium at the same metallicity [Fe/H]∼ −1.5. The α-knees

of the GS and Sequoia also show an offset, similar to

what has been reported elsewhere (Matsuno et al. 2019;
Monty et al. 2020), and the progenitors might be more

massive than Fornax.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We present a detailed n-capture signature of 4 GS

and 5 Sequoia members observed with UVES at VLT.
None of these objects has been studied before using high-

resolution spectroscopy. We derive accurate stellar pa-

rameters and metallicities with the FERRE code. We

measure accurate Sr, Y, Ba and Eu abundances for the

entire sample and report a clear and significant r-process
enhancement. An average level of [Eu/Fe] = +0.65 is

measured for our GS and Sequoia targets with low scat-

ter. Prominent presence of europium together with the

relatively low Ba abundances ([Ba/Fe] ≈ −0.0) suggest
that the n-capture chemistry of both GS and Sequoia

was dominated by pure r-process production. Addition-

ally, we report subtle systematic differences in abun-

dances of n-capture elements between GS and Sequoia,

and point out the existence of at least two populations of
GS stars with distinct stellar chemo-orbital properties,

likely reflecting a range of formation conditions inside

the GS progenitor galaxy.

We would like to thank Prof. Piercarlo Bonifacio for
useful information of selected line list. Dr Rana Ezzed-

dine kindly provided high-resolution data for calibra-

tion. Dr Mat́ıas Rodŕıguez Vázquez helped providing

theoretical and nuclear physics ideas.
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Figure 5. Selecting GS stars in the NS sample. 1st panel (left): Energy (E, in 105 km2s−2, computed using a potential similar
to MWPotential2014 in Bovy (2015) but with a virial mass of 1012M⊙) and the vertical component of the angular momentum
(Lz, in kpc km s−1) for the stars in the NS sample, color-coded according to their metallicity. 2nd panel: Distribution of NS
stars in the α-[Fe/H] plane. Points are color-coded according to their Zmax. Stars within the E-Lz selection box shown in the
previous panel are circled. 3rd panel: [Ba/Fe] vs [Fe/H] for our high-resolution targets (open stars symbols) and the likely NS
GS stars selected using the boxes shown in the 1st and the 2nd panels (filled small circles) color-coded according to their Zmax.
4th panel: Same as previous panel but for [Y/Fe] vs [Fe/H].

APPENDIX

A. GALAH DR3 SELECTION

GALAH uses the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope equipped with the high-resolution HERMES spectrograph cov-

ering a non contiguous 471−788nm range at resolution of 28000. Together with stellar parameters, GALAH provides

up to 30 elemental abundances including Y, Ba and Eu for a number of ∼ 680, 000 nearby stars. Following recommen-

dations from Buder et al. (2020), we only select elemental abundances with clean flags (flag x fe = 0). Note that

GALAH does not cover the strongest n-capture elements absorption lines which tend to be in bluer regions. As a result,
the reliability of GALAH’s Y, Ba and Eu abundance measurements decreases somewhat towards lower metallicity with

only measurements at [Fe/H] > −1.5. Top row of Figure 4 demonstrates the selection of the likely GS and Sequoia

stars in the GALAH DR3 dataset. Only stars with parallax S/N> 10 and RUWE< 1.4 were included. Additionally,

we require that for each star, the uncertainties in the individual velocity components do not exceed 50 km s−1. As
panel a in the top row reveals, the GS debris stands out clearly as a vertical column at Lz = 0. Accordingly, we select

GS candidate stars with the following cuts: E > −105 km2 s−2 and |Lz| < 600 kpc km s−1. The Sequoia candidate

stars are picked using E > −0.8× 105 km2 s−2 and Lz < −2000 kpc km s−1. Additionally, for the GS candidate stars

only, we apply a cut in the α-[Fe/H] plane, shown in panel d of the top row of Figure 4. This removes possible in-situ

halo contamination.

B. NS SELECTION

In the NS sample, the GS candidate stars are selected with the following cuts: E > −1.25 × 105 km2 s−2 and

|Lz| < 600 kpc km s−1. We have extended the energy threshold down compared to the cut applied for e.g. GALAH

DR3 stars. This is because the NS sample consists of brighter stars with lower levels of contamination. Most of the

stars are either from the GS or the Galactic in-situ halo (the Splash). Our conclusions remain unchanged if we choose
a higher energy cut. Note that the absolute majority of the NS stars are on low Zmax orbits, with the bulk having

Zmax < 10 kpc.


